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Abstract—The so-called Internet of Things (IoT) presents
a tremendous opportunity for multitude of users to be
connected to anything, whenever needed, wherever needed,
by whoever needs it. Such opportunities, nonetheless, require
more advanced and standardized communication interfaces
to facilitate interactions between any types of “things” (smart
devices, sensors, systems, networks, etc.). Recent standard
proposals as the Quantum Lifecycle Management (QLM)
messaging standards were developed and are proposed to
provide such standardized interfaces for IoT data exchange.
These standards make it possible to develop innovative
and standardized techniques to address other issues in the
IoT such as the management of replicas of a same data
between distinct objects in a peer-to-peer, loosely coupled
ways. This paper investigates new strategies-based agent
models for peer-to-peer data synchronization in the IoT
using the standardized interfaces provided by the QLM
standards. This enables the development of models not
designed domain-, vendor- or application-specific, as is often
the case. Our synchronization models are implemented and
assessed considering a real home automation platform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet is an evolving entity that started as Internet of

Computers, later expanded to Internet of People, and that

is now becoming the Internet of Things (IoT) [1], [2]. The

IoT envisions a world of heterogeneous objects uniquely

identifiable and accessible through the Internet – all form-

ing a dynamic global network infrastructure with self con-

figuring capabilities based on standard and interoperable

communication protocols [3]. IoT presents an opportunity

for multitude of users to be connected to anything but

requires the mastery of protocols and standards to make

systems and devices able to communicate with each others

[4]. This is of utmost importance today because numerous

competing products and platforms, as well as open-source

and proprietary automation applications co-exist together

in the IoT. In lack of standardized approaches and pro-

tocols, it is likely that a proliferation of architectures and

protocols will develop side by side, each one dedicated to a

particular or separate use [5], [6]. Despite this observation,

no proper agreement on a common standard for IoT data

exchange, whether in terms of data structure or data

communication, has yet been reached or even proposed

[7]. Quantum Lifecycle Management (QLM) messaging

standards (http://www.opengroup.org/qlm/) have been de-

veloped and are proposed as a standard that would fulfill

the main IoT requirements [8]. These standards aim to

provide high-level abstraction interfaces to enable the kind

of information exchange required in an IoT. As stated in

[9], such standardized interfaces are a necessary condition

to develop further solutions, models and tools sufficiently

portable and independent of specific vendor, application

and operating system. Based on this observation, this paper

studies new models for peer-to-peer (P2P) data synchro-

nization involving any types of intelligent products. The

originality of our models is twofold: i) data synchroniza-

tion models developed here do not require the addition of

any software or hardware with QLM, which significantly

increases the scope of possible applications, and ii) such

models could be used considering any other messaging

protocol than QLM that provide similar interfaces.

Section II provides the necessary background on P2P

data synchronization. Section III provides insight into

traditional data synchronization principles that ought to

be integrated using QLM standards. These standards are

introduced in section IV. Section V presents the generic

data synchronization models developed in this paper,

which are then implemented and validated through a home

automation platform in section VI.

II. P2P DATA SYNCHRONIZATION

Different groups and consortiums studied techniques

to achieve P2P data synchronization in a wide range of

domains. Among these initiatives, let us cite the Synchro-

nization Markup Language (SyncML) initiative, Pumat-

ech’s Intellisync [10], or still CPISync [11]. The SyncML

standard introduced in 2000 might be the best-known in

the literature, which is now consolidated into the Open

Mobile Alliance (OMA – http://openmobilealliance.org)

composed of a large number of companies (mobile opera-

tors, network suppliers, service providers. . . ). The primary

objective of OMA is to offer an open standard as a

replacement for existing data synchronization solutions,

which have mostly been vendor-, application-, or operating

system specific [12]. This standard defines an XML-based

synchronization model that is portable and independent

of specific data models and has the potential to handle

data synchronization between distinct systems and mobile

devices. OMA was initially developed for synchronizing

calendars, contact lists, and similar information, mainly

between mobile phones and servers. Although it has been

stated that OMA is suitable for P2P data synchronization

[13], the synchronization model defined in the specifica-

tions is closer to a client-server relationship established



between one or more mobile devices and a server than a

real P2P situation [12]. Given this observation, OMA does

not comply with the real IoT philosophy in which client-

server architectures and P2P data synchronization between

devices with low processing capacity could be initiated,

handled, and canceled at any time and for any type of

data. Although OMA can be used conjointly with QLM

messaging, it could be beneficial to propose solutions for

data synchronization directly using standardized messag-

ing interfaces, without adding any software or hardware

that could prevent in some respects the use of other

interesting features/interfaces proposed by the messaging

protocol (see [8] for additional examples). Furthermore,

if QLM standards could come to be used in numerous

IoT applications and domains, the support of traditional

data synchronization principles could lead to substantial

time and cost savings. Section III introduces the main

techniques from the literature that are used to synchronize

information between different systems.

III. DATA SYNCHRONIZATION PRINCIPLES

Synchronizing data in any system requires two aspects

to be considered: i) synchronizing the updated data among

all nodes that carry a replica and ii) handling the data

access rights (i.e., to allow one or a group of nodes to

modify it). The context of the application strongly influ-

ences the choice of the suitable synchronization technique.

Two dimensions must be considered:

• When do the updates have to be propagated? Two

modes exist: Synchronous (S), for which it is nec-

essary to inform every node carrying a replica that

a modification will occur, and Asynchronous (A),

which allows a node to carry out local modifications

without informing its peers;

• Where do the updates have to be performed? Two

principles exist: Primary copy (Pc), which allows one

node to modify the data, and Update everywhere (Ue)

that enables one group of nodes.

Finally, four traditional techniques of data synchro-

nization, also referred to as “data replication”, can be

defined [14]: i) A-Ue, ii) A-Pc, iii) S-Ue, and iv) S-Pc.

In the context of IoT, nodes are either fixed or mobile

entities, with varying degrees of “intelligence” that can

range from simple barcodes or RFID tags to vehicles and

other products that have advanced sensing and actuating

capabilities [15]. Within this context, one can understand

that the four techniques of data synchronization might

be required according to the application and the user

needs. As a first step, we investigate in this paper the

feasibility of implementing the two asynchronous tech-

niques (i.e., A-Ue and A-Pc) using the standardized QLM

interfaces (synchronous techniques will be investigated

in further work). Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of the

asynchronous technique A-Ue considering four nodes {A,

B, C, D}, and a data replica named k that is carried by

nodes A, B, and C. In this example, D sends a write request

to C for modifying k (see arrow denoted by “1”), which

proceeds to perform the modification and updates replicas

A
. k

B
. k

C
. k

D
.

t t t t

Write requestStart transaction

Update k

Update k Update k

1

2b 2a

Figure 1. Data synchronization of type A-Ue

on B and C (see arrows denoted by “2a” and “2b”). The

A-Ue technique may lead to conflicts between the different

nodes because all nodes are allowed to modify k without

consulting each other but reconciliation mechanisms exist

to handle such conflicts [16]. This problem is avoided

when using the A-Pc technique because only the node

designated as Pc is allowed to modify k. In other words,

if B is designated as Pc in Figure 1, the write request sent

by D to C should be redirected to the Pc node (i.e., B).

Because our ultimate goal is to develop strategies to

support the four data synchronization previously outlined

using only the generic interfaces defined in QLM, a high-

level description of this standard is given in section IV.

IV. QLM MESSAGING STANDARDS

QLM messaging specifications consist of two standards

proposals [8]: the QLM Messaging Interface (QLM-MI)

that defines what types of interactions between “things”

are possible and the QLM Data Format (QLM-DF) that

defines the structure of the information included in QLM

messages. Whereas the Internet uses the HTTP pro-

tocol for transmitting HTML-coded information mainly

intended for human users, QLM is used for conveying

lifecycle-related information mainly intended for auto-

mated processing by information systems. In the same

way that HTTP can be used for transporting payloads

in formats other than HTML, QLM can be used for

transporting payloads in nearly any format. XML might

currently be the most common text-based payload format

but others as JSON and CSV can also be used. The

accompanying standard QLM-DF partly fulfills the same

role in the IoT as HTML does for the Internet, meaning

that QLM-DF is a generic content description model for

things in the IoT.

A. QLM Data Format (QLM-DF)

QLM-DF is defined as a simple ontology, specified

using XML Schema, that is generic enough for repre-

senting “any” object and information that is needed for

information exchange in the IoT. It is intentionally defined

in a similar manner as data structures in object-oriented

programming. QLM-DF is structured as a hierarchy with

an “Object” element as its top element. The “Object”

element can contain any number of “Object” sub-elements,

which can have any number of properties, referred to

as InfoItems. The resulting Object tree can contain any

number of levels. Every Object has a compulsory sub-

element called “id” that identifies the Object. The “id”



should preferably be globally unique or at least unique

for the specific application, domain, or network.

B. QLM messaging interface (QLM-MI)

A defining characteristic of QLM-MI is that QLM nodes

may act both as “servers” and as “clients” and therefore

communicate directly with each other or with back-end

servers in a P2P manner. Typical examples of exchanged

data are sensor readings, lifecycle events, requests for

historical data, notifications, etc. One of the fundamental

properties of QLM-MI is that QLM messages are “pro-

tocol agnostic” so they can be exchanged using HTTP,

SOAP, SMTP, or similar protocols. Three operations are

possible through QLM:

1) Write: used to send information updates to a node;

2) Read: used for immediate retrieval of information

and for placing subscriptions for deferred retrieval

of information from a node;

3) Cancel: used to cancel a subscription.

The subscription mechanism is a cornerstone of that

standard. Two types of subscriptions can be performed:

1) subscription with callback address: the subscribed

data are sent to the callback address at the requested

interval (could be interval-based or event-based);

2) subscription without callback address: the data are

memorized on the subscribed QLM node as long as

the subscription is valid. Historical data can be polled

by issuing a new QLM read query.

Section IV investigates how asynchronous data synchro-

nization techniques can be properly integrated by making

direct use of both the interfaces defined in QLM-MI and

the Object tree defined in QLM-DF.

V. P2P DATA SYNCHRONIZATION USING QLM

The strategy defined in this paper uses the concept of

“Product agent” [17] for integrating data synchronization

techniques based upon QLM. In computer science, an

agent is a piece of software acting autonomously; it has

its own data structures and decision-making algorithms.

For decades, agent platforms have been used in multiple

research domains because they help to realize important

properties such as autonomy, responsiveness, redundancy,

and openness in the system [18]. An agent may operate in

environments where other agents operate, with the whole

operating as a multi-agent system [19].

In our approach, a QLM node that is intended, or

should be involved in a data synchronization must have

an agent in charge of initiating, handling, and removing

(if necessary) the synchronization in the whole system by

collaborating with other QLM nodes. Such an agent is

referred to as a DS agent (D and S being the initials

of Data Synchronization) and each of its options (i.e.,

“initiate”, “handle”, and “remove” synchronization) are

detailed in sections V-A and V-B.

A. “initiate” and “remove” synchronization

Options initiate() and remove() provide the user with

parameters to set up or cancel a data synchronization

among a set of QLM nodes for a specific data, referred to

as InfoItem. These two options are described in the same

section because they both depend on inputs specified by

the user. We refer to these options as externally based

inputs (see Figure 2). Three parameters must be specified

through a GUI as shown in cells a and b:

1) the name of the InfoItem, denoted by IIn, whose

replicas have to be handled in the QLM cloud;

2) the list of QLM nodes, denoted by Ln, that carry a

replica of IIn and that are affected by the creation or

cancellation of a data synchronization. It is required

that all QLM nodes in Ln implement the DS agent;

3) the technique of data synchronization, denoted by

tech, that has to be implemented or removed among

the QLM nodes in Ln. If A-Pc is selected, the Pc

node must be designated.

The DS agent embedded in the QLM node requesting

the creation or removal of a data synchronization must

communicate the necessary information to all nodes in

Ln. This is respectively achieved based on two distinct

functions named initiate() and remove(), whose outputs

are QLM write messages containing the three parameters.

Such QLM messages are represented in cell a in Figure 2

(denoted by “✉ qlm(in.)”; in. being the abbreviation for

initiate) and in cell b (denoted by “✉ qlm(re.)”; re.). These

functions are not detailed in this paper but an example of

“✉ qlm(in.)” message is shown in Figure 3 considering

the three following parameters:

1) IIn = Temperature1326;

2) tech = A-Ue;

3) Ln = {192.168.1.1, 192.168.1.2, 192.168.1.3} that

are the IP addresses of nodes A, B, C in Figure 2.

These parameters are included in the QLM write message

using three distinct InfoItems named “IIn” (see row 7 in

Figure 3), “tech” (see row 10), and “Ln” (see row 13). The

sub-element “Value” is used to indicate each parameter

value (see rows 8, 11, 14-16). The process is similar with

remove() except that the “Object type” (see row 5) is set

to DSrem instead of DSinit, which enables the recipient

node to distinguish both options.

The set of QLM nodes (Ln) must then start to imple-

ment (or remove) the data synchronization in the whole

multi-DS agent system based on the information con-

tained in messages it receives. Such a synergy is made

possible thanks to the handle() option that is described

in the next section. This option corresponds to cells c,

d, and e in Figure 2 depending on the type of message

received by the QLM node, which can be either of type

“✉ qlm(in.)” (see cell c), of type “✉ qlm(re.)” (see cell e),

or of any other type, i.e. any message that contains “Ob-

ject” types different from DSinit or DSrem (corresponds to

cell d). Unlike initiate() and remove() options, handle() is

referred to as message-based reception because it all starts

with the reception of a QLM message (see Figure 2).

B. “handle” synchronization

This option is considered the core of the DS agent

because it is in charge of creating synergy in the multi-
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Figure 2. DS agent and its three constituent options

1 <qlmEnvelope xmlns =”QLM mi . xsd ” v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” t t l =” 10 ”>

2 <w r i t e msgformat =”QLM mf . xsd ”>

3 <msg>

4 <O b j e c t s xmlns =”QLM mf . xsd ”>

5 <O b j e c t t y p e =” D S i n i t ”>

6 <i d>DSinit13</ i d>

7 <I n f o I t e m c l a s s =” I I n ”>

8 <v a l u e>Temperature1326</ v a l u e>

9 </ I n f o I t e m>

10 <I n f o I t e m c l a s s =” t e c h ”>

11 <v a l u e>A−Ue</ v a l u e>

12 </ I n f o I t e m>

13 <I n f o I t e m c l a s s =”Ln”>

14 <v a l u e t y p e =” cs v ”>

15 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 1 . 1 , 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 1 . 2 , 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 1 . 3

16 </ v a l u e>

17 </ I n f o I t e m>

18 </ O b j e c t>

19 </ O b j e c t s>

20 </ msg>

21 </ w r i t e>

22 </ q lmEnvelope>

QLM-MI

QLM-MF

QLM-MI

Parameter 1

Parameter 2

Parameter 3

Figure 3. “✉ qlm(in.)” including the 3 user’s parameters

DS agent system for initiating, handling and removing a

data synchronization according to the incoming messages.

More concretely, handle() has i) to create the appropriate

subscriptions in the multi-DS agent system when initiat-

ing a synchronization; ii) to respect the synchronization

constraints during the period of validity of that synchro-

nization; iii) to cancel the subscriptions that have been

set up in the multi-DS agent system when removing a

synchronization. This option is detailed in the form of a

flow-chart function in Figure 4. First, the function iden-

tifies what QLM operation is requested by the incoming

message denoted by M in Figure 4 (see box connector

“1”). If it is a “Read”, “Cancel”, or “Response” message,

it is handled in the classic way (i.e., no further actions

than the ones defined in the QLM standard specifications

are required). Accordingly, M is directly transmitted to

the middleware integrating QLM (see box connector “2”).

If it is a “Write” message, the function has to further

investigate whether it contains an Object of type DSinit

(see box “4”), DSrem (see box “7”), or of other types (see

box “11”).

If M contains an “Object” of type DSinit, the set of

InfoItems that compose this object (i.e., IIn, tech, and

Ln; cf. Figure 3) are first retrieved (see box connector “5”

in Figure 4). Based on these InfoItem values, it is then

necessary to set up the appropriate number of subscriptions

among the QLM nodes in order to push the IIn value to

all nodes that carry a replica each time IIn is modified.

The number of subscriptions to be set up depends on the

selected principle (Pc or Ue). Because the Ue principle

allows all nodes carrying a replica to modify it, z(z − 1)
subscriptions must be originally defined in the system,

z being the number of nodes in Ln (i.e., each actor

subscribes to each other). Because the Pc principle only

authorizes the node designated as Pc to modify IIn, only

(z−1) subscriptions must be originally defined (all nodes

subscribe to the Pc node, except the Pc node itself). The

appropriate number of subscriptions to be defined in the

multi-DS agent system, whether when selecting A-Pc or

A-Ue, is computed using the function named sub() (see

box “6”) detailed in Algorithm 1.

If M contains an “Object” of type DSrem, the set of

subscriptions that have been set up among the QLM nodes

beforehand (related to IIn) must be canceled. This is

achieved using the unsub() function (see box connector

“9”). This function is not detailed in this paper but is

similar to sub() except that the generated messages are

QLM cancel requests.



DS agent embedded on a QLM node whose address is denoted by @cur
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Figure 4. Flow chart describing the handle() function of the DS agent: Based-message reception (see Figure 2)

Algorithm 1: sub(IIn,Ln,@cur, tech)

output: Msub

1 begin
2 Msub ← ∅; // The set of subscription requests Msub is initialized to empty

3 callb← @cur; // The callback address of the subscription corresponds to the QLM node that received M

4 inter← event-based; // we want to create "event-based" subscriptions (with callback address)

5 if tech = ”A-Ue” then // If the requested data synchronization is equal to "A-Ue, then"

6 forall the @j ∈ Ln|@j 6= @cur do // for all nodes that carry a replica of InfoItem IIn

7 M =qlmRead(IIn, inter, callb,@j); // Send a subscription request to subscribe InfoItem IIn, considering

the interval and callback values specified at rows 3 and 4

8 Msub ←Msub ∪M ; // Add message M to the set of subscription requests to be sent

9 else // If the requested data synchronization is A-Pc

10 if @cur 6= @Pc then // If the current node is not the designated Pc node, then

11 M =qlmRead(IIn, inter, callb,@Pc); // Send a subscription request to subscribe IIn to thePc node

12 Msub ←Msub ∪M ; // Add message M to the set of messages that needs to be sent using QLM

13 R ← {IIn, Ln, tech}; // The initiated data synchronization is memorized on the current node

If M contains “Object”(s) different than DSinit and

DSrem, it first retrieves all InfoItems that compose this

Object. This list is noted by I in box connector ‘11”.

For each InfoItem n ∈ I, the function checks whether it

is affected by a data synchronization, i.e. whether it has

been registered in R (see box connector “12”). If not,

no further actions are required, and the modification of

I(n) can be carried out using QLM (see connector boxes

“12” and “2”). If I(n) has to be synchronized, it is thus

necessary to check whether the synchronization that has

been established is A-Pc or A-Ue. This corresponds to the

box connector “13” with tech being the technique of syn-

chronization that has been memorized on the current node.

In case it is A-Ue, no further actions are required, and

the modification of I(n) can be carried out using QLM

(see connector between boxes “13” and “2”). Otherwise,

it is necessary to check whether the current node (i.e.,

@cur) has been designated as Pc or not (see box connector

“14”). If true, no further actions are required, and the

modification of I(n) is carried using QLM; otherwise,

I(n) has to be forwarded to the Pc node, which is achieved

thanks to the function named forward() in box connector

“15”.

VI. CASE STUDY: HOME AUTOMATION

The home automation environment consists of three

smart household appliances, namely a fridge, a ventilator

and an oven. Each appliance incorporates a controller

(Ensto eSmart R© controllers are used in our case study),

which is augmented with QLM capabilities and thus is

able to communicate with any other QLM node in the

IoT using conventional QLM interfaces (e.g., controller to

controller, or controller to QLM databases. . . ). Integration

of the QLM standards and the DS agent is made pos-

sible in our case study using the DIALOG middleware

(http://dialog.hut.fi). Figure 5 illustrates such an environ-

ment and provides a picture of one of the three Ensto

eSmart R© controllers. Different InfoItems related to each

appliance can be accessed and controlled using QLM. One

of these InfoItems, denoted by eSmart modes, can be used

to control the status of the residents, depending on whether

they are present or absent. Four modes are available to
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Figure 5. Data synchronization in the home automation platform

indicate whether they are at Home, Safe at home (i.e.,

sleeping), Away, or Long away (see Figure 5). Different

types of actions are therefore undertaken according to the

current mode. For instance, some of the rules defined in

the Ensto eSmart technical documentation are: i) alarms

are inactive if residents are at Home and active if they

are Safe at Home, ii) power from the electrical sockets

in the kitchen is “off” if residents are Away, etc. These

modes can be changed both locally (operating panel as

shown in Figure 5) and remotely (text message, call).

However, when more than one controller is used in

the same building, there is no mechanism in place to

synchronize a same InfoItem that would be located on

two or more distinct controllers. This is unfortunately

what happens with InfoItem eSmart modes, which can

be modified (locally or remotely) by any resident on

any of the three controllers (fridge, ventilator, or oven).

Accordingly, the A-Ue technique seems to be appropriate

to synchronize such an InfoItem between the three con-

trollers, as highlighted in Figure 5.

The data synchronization is activated by the resident via

his smartphone as depicted in Figure 6 (a light application

was developed to specify the different parameters required

by the initiate() function; cf. section V-A). In short, a data

synchronization of type A-Ue is selected, IP addresses of

the three appliances/controllers are specified, and InfoItem

named eSmart modes is selected. When the user vali-

dates the synchronization, the initiate() function is called,

leading to three QLM messages of type “✉ qlm(in.)”

that are addressed to the three appliances as illustrated

in Figure 6. Each QLM message is automatically pro-

cessed by the recipient QLM nodes (appliances) using

the handle() function integrated into the DS agent, as

highlighted in Figure 6. Because the received messages

are of type ✉ qlm(in.), box connectors 1, 3, 4, 5, 6,

and 2 from the flow chart (see Figure 4) are solicited.

Since the A-Ue technique has been selected, 3(3− 1) = 6
subscriptions are defined between the three actors (each

actor subscribes to each of the others), as illustrated in

Figure 6. A network protocol analyzer has been used to

capture the set of QLM messages sent and received by

the fridge (see Figure 6). It can be observed that the

fridge first sends a subscription request to the Ventilator

(“1a”), which therefore solicits box connectors 0, 1, and

2 because a subscription is a special QLM read request.

Subsequently, the ventilator’s controller responds back

via a QLM response including the ID of the created

subscription (“1b”). Similarly, the fridge’s controller sends

a subscription request to the oven (“2a”), which also

returns the ID of the created subscription (“2b”). Then,

the fridge receives the subscription requests sent by the

ventilator (“3a”) and the oven (“4a”). The fridge creates

the requested subscription (i.e., regarding eSmart modes)

and returns to both subscribers a response containing the

subscription ID generated by DIALOG (“3b” and “4b”).

At that time, the P2P data synchronization is ready for

use.

Later, the residents leave home for two weeks and,

accordingly, switch the eSmart modes interruptor on the

ventilator from Home to Long Away (see Figure 6). The

handle() function is therefore solicited to find out how

to process such a request. Box connectors 1, 3, 4, 7,

11, 12, 13, and 2 are solicited in the flow chart because

eSmart modes is involved in an active synchronization of

type A-Ue. The value is thus modified in the ventilator

controller and the new eSmart modes value is automat-

ically pushed (via a QLM response) to both the fridge

and the oven controllers as shown in Figure 6 (see, e.g.,

arrow “5”). This synchronization avoids having a different

mode selected on each controller and therefore avoids hav-

ing decisions being made that have opposite effects. When

the residents come home, they switch the eSmart modes

interruptor from Long Away to Home, (see Figure 6), but

this time using the fridge controller. Again, the sequence

diagram and the network protocol analyzer demonstrate

the successful working of this synchronization (see arrows

“6a” and “6b”).

This case study enabled validation of the asynchronous

technique A-Ue using the DS agent. For reasons of space,

we could not demonstrate the feasibility of the A-Pc, but

our tests showed that such synchronization is feasible

using the multi-DS agent system. Many other scenarios

of data synchronization could further be imagined by

involving a wide range of systems and devices (e.g.,

databases, mobiles, smart building controllers) and actors

(e.g., service providers, energy providers, facility man-

ager). Further investigation should also be performed to

deal with data consistency and conflict aspects, whose

performance should be compared with existing solutions.

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In the so-called IoT, every “thing” becomes literally

“connected” to each other. It is a fact today that more ad-

vanced applications, services, and interfaces must be built

in the IoT to enable interactions among various “things”

(devices, mobiles. . . ). In the past few years, there has

been growing interest in proposing standards that fulfill

these requirements, but so far, none of them have become

the official or de facto IoT standard. Recently, Quantum

Lifecycle Management (QLM) messaging standards have

been developed and are proposed to become such a stan-



The user activates the synchronization
via his phone by specifying the three

parameters given in section V.A
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Network protocol analyzer capturing the set of QLM messages
received and sent by the fridge controller

1a Subscription request sent to Ventilator

1b Response containing the subscription ID

2a Subscription request sent to Oven

2b Response containing the subscription ID

3a Subscription request sent by the ventilator

3b Return the created subscription ID

4a Subscription request sent by the Oven

4b Return the created subscription ID

5 Receive QLM response with the new value

6a Sent QLM response with the new value

6b Sent QLM response with the new value

Legend

0,1,2,..15 box connectors respectively solicited in the flow chart given in Figure 7

QLM messages of type “✉ qlm(in.)” that contains the user specifications

QLM subscription request generated by the multi-DS agent system

QLM response resulting from a QLM request (whether Read, Write, or Cancel)

Figure 6. Sequence diagram and network protocol analyzer screenshots related to the synchronization A-Ue of InfoItem eSmart modes

dard, thus providing high-level abstraction communication

interfaces.

Our research claims that proposed solutions, models,

and tools sufficiently portable and independent of specific

vendors, networks, or applications have to be developed

based on such generic interfaces, to the extent possible.

These standards offer a tremendous opportunity to develop

innovative and standardized techniques to address other

issues in the IoT such as the management of replicas of

a same data between distinct objects in a P2P, loosely

coupled ways. This paper investigates new strategies-based

agent models for P2P synchronization in the IoT using the

standardized interfaces defined by QLM. For that purpose,

a software agent named DS agent is developed and then

implemented and validated in a home automation platform.

One strength of these models are that they are generic

enough to be used in any other Messaging protocol (i.e.,

other than QLM) that support, at least, the following func-

tionalities: i) read, write and cancel operations, ii) event-

based subscription mechanism with callback address, and

iii) support for asynchronous communications.

In the future, everything indicates that generic and

standardized service infrastructures require high-level ab-

straction interfaces to develop efficient self-adapting ser-

vices/agents. The recent survey carried out by Bellavista

et al. on “context data distribution for mobile ubiquitous

systems” [20] provide convincing evidence supporting this

thought, in which the authors state that:

“Developing context data distribution strate-

gies (including data synchronization) able to

self-adapt autonomously depending on current

management conditions is still an unexplored

research field.”
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